FRENCH INDO-CHINA
«nd rot elected. Their meetings, unlike the Colonial Council, have the
of being secret and of being presided over by the
administrator. Although the electorate has been slightly
their non-representative quality furnishes no guarantee to
the taxpayer, for the choice of members has unfortunately been based
on their docility than on their ability. The Oriental has a natural
to say what is agreeable to his superiors, and the presence of
the French administrator reduces them to automatic acquiescence to
til	projects. The natives do not grasp the basic idea, or the
of procedure in Western representative institutions, and this
a farcical aspect to the meetings. One native newspaper was
for caricaturing a session in which the sound of a tram
the       completely drowned out a translation of the chairman's
The Cochin-Chinee are not spontaneously interested in
except from a monetary viewpoint, since the mandarins control
the	at so many piastres a head. If the powers of these assem-
were extended appreciably they might arouse more interest, but
as	they are only a deceptive fa?ade of European institutions
for home Republican consumption. Probably the cure is more
native repi^sentatwe government, but to achieve this
it	overcome native apathy and the colonials* hostility.
of the	of assimilation is the bestowal of French
0a the natives of the colonies. This generosity inspired
the	of iSSi for 'Cochin-China, and of 1887 for
The	requisites were a knowledge of French
or	of	service. In 1913 this same legislation
to	and Laos. The wording of these new kws
liberal, but        1ms so in practice. Full naturalization
to the	and not to his children, so that a family
under two legd regimes. In 1919 Indo-China^s
in the 1\nr	a return to the earlier liberal polcy, but
in	it	out to be more restricted than ever. The
of the	to examine personally each application,
the	aad arbitrary decisions. Evea
m	the nuxober BrtOTaBzed was ridiculously small, and
the	of	Jan to which the War had given birth
as a	sunrise*
The	for	not due to regarding
«s	to their mm, but tsduer to the practical
It	could compete with the

